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MOTIVATION
• A pension system aims to provide adequate and equitable old-age
income.
• On the basis of the “gender equality” principle:
Use of unisex (average) life expectancy to determine pension benefits
Income redistribution
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Redistributive effects driven by heterogeneity in life expectancy
under NDC scheme
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Outline
• NDC pension system
• Measuring income redistribution
• Numerical analysis
• Conclusions
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What is an NDC scheme?
• Italy (1995), Latvia (1996), Poland (1999), Sweden (1999)
• a state pension scheme
• defined contribution + PAYG
 a fixed contribution rate on earnings into an individual account
 pay-as-you-go financing: current contributors pay for current
pensioners

• notional/ fictitious interest rate
• use of unisex life expectancy to convert the accumulated capital
into an annuity
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An NDC scheme
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A generic NDC
• Notional capital
We assume that an individual enters the system at age xe and pays a fixed
contribution rate c until the retirement age xr .
The accumulated capital at retirement age, K xr , is :
xr -xe -1

K xr =

∑

c ⋅ s xe +k ⋅ l xe + k ⋅ (1+ α )

xr -xe -k

k=0

lxr

Note: This formula is considering the account balances of the decreased
participants distributed to those survivors (“survivor dividend” or
“inheritance gains” ) (Boado-Penas and Vidal-Meliá, 2014).
where c ⋅ s xe + k is contribution paid at age xe + k , α is notional interest rate,
l xe + k is the number of individuals surviving at age xe + k .
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A generic NDC (cont.)
• Initial pension benefits
The initial pension for an individual at retirement age, Pxr , is defined as:
Pxr =

where

axr =

w− xr

∑ (1 + r )

−k

K xr
axr

⋅ k pxr =

w− xr

∑ (1 + r )

−k

=
k 0=
k 0

⋅

l xr + k
l xr

is the present value of a whole life annuity-due at retirement age with interest rate r .
This factor is called as “annuity divisor” or “annuitisation divisor”
w
k

is the maximum attainable age;

pxr is probability that an individual at retirement will survive at least k year;

l xr + k is the number of individuals alive at age xr + k .
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Variants of a generic NDC
• The accumulated capital of an individual at retirement is denoted K x*r .
K x*r

xr -xe -1

=

∑

c ⋅ s xe +k ⋅ (1+ α )

xr -xe -k

k=0

• The initial pension at retirement age is Px.*r .
Px*r =

K x*r
axr
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Variants of a generic NDC (cont.)
• Economic annuity divisor (based on Sweden)
 It is related to the size of pension disbursements and the pay-out period
(the expected remaining number of years that pension will be disbursed.)
 Economic divisor at retirement age, EDxr , is defined as:
w− xr

EDxr =

where

∑

k =0

(

)

0.5 l x*r + k + l x*r + k +1 (1 + r )

=
l x*r + k l x*r + k −1 × hexr + k

−k

l x*r

and

*
lw
+1 = 0

l x*r + k

the proportion of remaining pension disbursements at age xr + k ;

hexr + k

change in pension disbursement due to deaths of aged xr + k ;

r

the interest rate
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Measuring lifetime redistribution
• Redistributive considerations: heterogeneity in mortality risk across
population
• Unused resources transferring from shorter-lived  longer-lived
• Present value ratio (PVR): the expected money’s worth of participation
to the pension system
w

∑

PVR =

x = xr
xr -1

∑

x = xe

x − xe

x − xe

pxe (1 + r )

pxe (1 + r )

x−w

xr − x

Px

c ⋅ sx

where Px pension benefits at age x ; c ⋅ s x contributions paid in the NDC plan at
age x ;

x − xe

pxe the probability that an individual at entry age xe survives at age x

• PVR = 1 no redistribution and actuarial fairness
• PVR > 1 welfare gain for the individual from the system
• PVR < 1 welfare loss for the individual from the system
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Numerical Analysis
• Main features and assumptions based on Sweden
Country
Sweden
Contribution rate
16%
1.6%
Notional interest rate
1.6%
Discount rate for divisor
1.6%
Discount rate for PVR
Entry age
21
Retirement age
61-70
Maximum attainable age
100
Educational attainment levels
• All levels – All ISCED 2011 levels
• Level 1 – Below upper-secondary education
• Level 2 – Upper secondary education
• Level 3 – Tertiary education
- Contributions and pension benefits are payable yearly in advance
- Crude death rates by educational levels in 2013 are from the Eurostat
- Pension remains constant throughout lifetime
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Numerical Analysis (cont.)
• Age-earnings profile, age 21-69
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Source: based on Eurostat Database
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• Mortality rates across gender and socio-economic status

Source: based on Eurostat Database
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• Present value ratio (PVR) with different scenarios
• Scenario 1: Initial pension with survivor dividend (unisex annuity divisor)

• Scenario 2: Initial pension without survivor dividend (unisex annuity divisor)
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• Scenario 3: Initial pension with survivor dividend (unisex economic divisor)


3.1: Unisex economic divisor, ignoring educational levels



3.2: Unisex economic divisor, each group of education contributed equally
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3.3: Unisex economic divisor, large group of lower education (70%) in the system



3.4: Unisex economic divisor, large group of higher education (70%) in the system
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Conclusions
 The use of average (unisex) annuity divisor for converting notional
balances into pension benefits in the NDC scheme entails a transfer
of wealth from high-mortality risk groups towards low-mortality risk;
men  women, low education  high education.
 In general, the pension scheme is worthy for females in all groups
and males with degree level because these groups live longer than
average population.
▪ Notional capital taking into account survivor dividend creates an
actuarially fair pension system if mortality rates are as expected.
When looking at different groups most women and men with high
education get some gain from the system, due to the fact that the
initial pension with survivor dividend is higher.
▪ It is important to consider the structure of the population because it
will have an important impact on the gains and losses from the
system.
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